
In game economy &  
Tokenomics breakdown



Thesis/Overview

The concept of ‘Play to Earn gaming’ and ‘passive income’ from NFT’s is in its infancy. There are countless projects on 
the market looking to offer unique ways of rewarding their holders, be it SOL, their native token or even blue chip NFT 
rewards/raffles. There are no models proven to be sustainable long term. This is not to say any current models on 
the market won’t succeed, more so that there is no meta or proven way to build an economy/reward system around 
a project long term. Our stance has been clear: take our time to build an ecosystem that is engaging and fun for 
our holders, then build out support to allow those users to derive value from playing our game. We will never offer/
advertise monetary income from our game. What we can promise is that we will enable users to trade our native 
token and in-game items, freely, and make decisions on how they wish to derive value from our game. As one of many 
pioneers in this space, we are learning on the fly, pivoting when necessary and continuously looking for ways to ensure 
the way we ‘reward’ our holders is sustainable and competitive long term. This litepaper sets out the foundations of 
how we plan to ensure our ecosystem is still thriving for years to come. We have built a unique Tokenomics model and 
laid the groundwork for a flourishing in-game economy, which has been running strong since the new year.  
Please note: this is not a roadmap. The features laid out in this document are here or close to completion and a further 
roadmap document will follow.

What we aim to achieve is simple:

• Token stability - Creating a token with a large amount of utility, backed by unique tokenomics that includes a 
unique faucet and sink model with dynamic scaling rewards.

• Strong in game economy - Build out an ever growing economy of items, materials and resources that players can 
use to progress in game and continually release new features to grow our ecosystem.

• A passive but engaging user experience - Build an ecosystem that is passive but gamifies progression and allows 
users to play how they choose, with increasing levels of theory and strategy.



Our Model: Tokenomics
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Tokenomics Overview: 

• Rewards Faucet - The wallet that pays out any in game $CMP reward. For example;  
Loot Trip rewards.

• Sinks - Any spending made by a Remnant in game. For example;  
A user spending $CMP at the blacksmith to upgrade their Binoculars.

• Recirculating supply - Token supply that gets recirculated once users spend in game. 

We have implemented a revolutionary tokenomics system that hasn’t been seen in any 
other web3 game to date. Not only are we using a recirculating supply to ensure there 
will always be rewards available but we’re also changing $CMP rewards to a dynamic, 
algorithmically controlled system that tracks the power curve of our players and the 
circulating supply of $CMP to adjust rewards.

But what does this mean for you? It means that, with a fixed token supply that is actively 
recirculated, you will always have tokens to earn from your loot trips and the dynamic rewards 
means that the number of tokens in circulation will be controlled to ensure token stability.

While recirculating supply from sinks, 90% of tokens will be added to the Rewards Faucet, 
10% will be given to the team. This will happen until 10% of total supply (30,000,000 Tokens) 
has been rewarded to the team. After this date, 100% of tokens will recirculate back to 
the rewards faucet. With perfect market conditions and each Remnant in game at 100% 
efficiency it would take around 3 years for the team to vest 10% of the total supply.

The model above depicts a recirculating supply where in game sinks are funnelled back 
to the rewards faucet. Anytime a user spends $CMP in game, these tokens are distributed 
back to the rewards faucet.



Our Model: In Game Economy
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Token Emissions

LandRemnants

In future, emissions may increase with the release of new reward paying mechanics.
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A Remnant can earn between 24 and 144 $CMP 
per day. This depends on level of items and RNG. 

The purple bell curve shows the average power level of players in our economy. 
On release, most players will be distributed to the left; this will increase over time 
and the average distribution will move to the right. The black curve shows the 
increase in token earnings relevant to your power level.

1 Coin Generator can earn between 77 and 144  $CMP per day. The 
Coin Generator must be powered with fuel and the profitability of a 
Coin Generator will be dependant on its level of efficiency and RNG. 
For example a level 1 Coin Generator will generate 77 tokens per 
day on average, but will require a lot of fuel to run.  

This will lead players to create builds/strategy for farming 
fuel in the most efficient manner.

*The values above are min and max, the average earnings will be 48-96 
per day. This does not include potential downtime or cost of extra stamina.
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Time Spent

Remnant management is largely unchanged. Players manage their Remnants 
from the utility bar in game in a much cleaner and user friendly experience.

Loot Trips are where most players spend their time in game. Trips range in time 
between 4-10 hours. Loot Trips reward players with both $CMP and in game items 
that can be equipped to provide in game bonuses to players.

Resource runs are a new addition to the game and will deepen Longwood’s 
economy. They range in time between 2-12 hours and bring a whole host of new 
materials that will be used to increase both the power of your items and Land plots.

There are an array of new items within Longwood to support resource runs,  
these include:

Loot Trips

Resource Runs

Remnant Management

Mining Helmet - increase resource gathering 
and infection chance while in the mines 

Axe - Needed to venture to Blackwood Forest 

Pickaxe - Needed to venture to The Mines 



Item Upgrades & Durability
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Spend $CMP, resources and parts to upgrade 
your items to a higher power level.

Items now have the potential to be more powerful within our game. 
Upgrading items is paramount to ensuring your Remnant stays 
competitive within Longwood. Following the power curve outlined 
in the Tokenomics section will be important towards ensuring you 
maximize your Remnants economic output. 

Up until now, items have only been upgradeable to tier 3, and for a 
cost of 2x previous tier + $CMP. This model is changing slightly and will 
now contain up to 10 tiers of upgrades, along with a change in pricing. 
Item upgrade costs will now contain materials of broken down items, 
resources and $CMP. Below is a list of all new upgradeable tiers.

Items now have a durability factor. This number falls as you use your items. The items 
power will scale down with its durability and will eventually yield no benefits once it hits 0. 
At this point, or any point prior, you must repair your item at the blacksmith for a resource 
cost. Repairing items on your land at your crafting/repair station will act as a cheaper way 
to repair items.

You can now break items down to use their parts for recipes in game. For example; A pair of 
binoculars can be broken down into Lenses. These materials are used in upgrading items. 
In future, these materials will also be used for new features. By visiting the blacksmith in 
Longwood you can have him break down your old Items for Item Parts. Each breakdown will 
cost you a small amount of $CMP and gain you 1 item part per item level.

Loot Trip drop chances have changed 
slightly, some items are now easier or 
harder to find.  Token rewards will show 
an average range of base tokens, this is 
not the maximum and can be increased 
by item bonuses.



Marketplace

User’s can search for items using multiple filters. Once 
they have selected an item, the marketplace window 
will display current listings sorted by lowest price.

Longwood Marketplace is the staple to our free market economy. Player’s come here to trade 
seamlessly in an environment that enables simple trading of loot, resources, materials and $CMP. 
The marketplace will feature a 10% tax on all sales (taken from the seller) that is filtered back to 
the rewards faucet to further improve the health of our token.

Once a user has purchased an item, it will be sent to their 
mailbox. From here users can drag and drop the item to the 
desired Remnant.

The marketplace will also feature a page that contains 
aggregated data on trading statistics. This includes: Total 
Volume traded (in $CMP, per day/week/month), Highest Sales, 
Most frequently traded items and listings data over time.

The market will be priced solely in $CMP. Users will 
set their own prices, the team will never influence or set 
pricing for items.



Land

Land Plots 

Land is being created from the current Camps in game. 
You will be able to trade your Camps for tokens at a 1:1 ratio. 
These tokens will be used for the Land Mint. You will be able to 
purchase different types of Land for the following prices.

At the different tiers you unlock different Land buildings. Power 
of Land Plots scales linearly with some tiers having access to 
utility not available at those below. For example, a ‘City’ will 
have 50x the $CMP output of a ‘Camp’.

Land Buildings

Buildings are crafted by gathering up enough $CMP and 
Resources. These buildings will stay within the land when 
bought or sold. Any bonuses gained are applied across all your 
Remnants, making Land ownership extremely powerful. Certain 
land plots will have the ability to build certain buildings. For 
example; A Radio tower cannot be built on a 1 plot Camp.

Tier Camp Settlement Compound Village Town City

Cost 1 3 5 10 25 50

Storage Y Y Y Y Y Y

Generator 1 3 5 10 25 50

Crafting Y Y Y Y Y Y

Stables* N Y (3) Y (5) Y (10) Y (25) Y (75)

Radio N N Y Y Y Y

Lookout N N N Y Y Y

*Stables refers to the number of companions that can be managed on this plot.  
Y = Yes, N = No.



Land

$CMP Generator

The $CMP Generator earns you $CMP every day, as long as 
you supply it with fuel. The Generator is upgradeable overtime 
to earn you more $CMP. Each Generator has the earning 
potential of 1 Remnant, making it a large driver of income. The 
amount of generators on each Land plot is equal to the size of 
the Land plot. If you own a Town, it will hold 25 generators.

Stables

If you manage your Companions via your Stables, those 
Companions will have a reduced cost to maintain over-
time, giving you cheaper hours of stamina for your Remnant. 
Your Land must be at least a Settlement to be able to build 
the Stables. The amount of companions manageable in the 
stables increase exponentially on each land plot tier increase.

Crafting Area

The Crafting Area provides all of your Remnants an alternate 
place to upgrade and repair your items. It will be upgradeable 
to give your Remnant a reduction in upgrade and repair 
costs. The Crafting Area is available on all Land Plots.

Storage

Due to your Remnants limited inventory storage, you can now 
store items on your Land. Item Storage provides an additional 
15 inventory slots per level. The benefits also scale with the tier 
of Land that you have, but so do the building costs.

Radio Tower

The Radio Tower decreases loot time, and requires 
your land to be at least a Compound. This bonus 
applies across all of your Remnants.

Lookout Tower

The Lookout Tower provides increased loot chance. To be 
able to build a Lookout Tower, your Land must be at least a 
Village. This bonus applies across all of your Remnants.



Stamina, Infected & Females

Stamina

The Loot Key system will soon be replaced by the Stamina system.

Your Remnant will start each day with 14 Hours worth of Stamina. Each trip you send your 
Remnant on will remove Stamina equal to the duration of the trip. To refill your Stamina 
above base level, you can eat Food. Food is found by your Companions, and the cost of 
keys will be passed onto this system in a tradeable and thematic way. Your Companions 
will have a management/finding cost. This cost can be reduced overtime by upgrading 
the Stables on your Land Plot (more in the Land section). 

Infected

If you are one of the (un)lucky few to get 
infected on one of your Trips you can look 
forward to many new and interesting features. 
Including but not limited to; dry flaky skin, a 
strange insatiable hunger, unlimited stamina, 
and the uncanny ability to enter all locations 
without access items. Infected will also reap a 
bonus in future utility such as PvP and PvE/raids.

Females

Females will be added to the main Remnants 
collection. They will have the same utility as 
Males. In future, there will be benefits to holding 
both Male and Female Remnants. 

Rem + Fem = ?

COMPANION

FOOD

EXTRA 
STAMINA

Send on trip to gather food
Companion will be managed from 
the stables. You will only need to 
upkeep them a few times per week.

Food will be consumable and 
tradeable on the marketplace.

Specific logistics and mechanics of the Stamina System TBC soon.

Remnant consumes food



Longwood Valley Bank

The Bank

The bank currently has 3 use cases. Depositing and withdrawing $CMP from the game, 
storing items in your Bank storage, and reclaiming items from the Bank that were 
repossessed. Items will be repossessed by the Bank if you loot an item when your 
Remnant inventory is full. This is to ensure items are never lost but punishes players 
who do not manage their inventory storage effectively.

In game transactions have been 
moved off chain to create a 
seamless experience for players, 
we will no longer be affected 
by Solana TPS. Users can now 
deposit/withdraw $CMP from the 
game via the Bank.

Bank Storage

Players will be able to store items in the Bank. This will help players to manage their 
inventory alongside land storage. Each users Bank will be tied to their wallet and used 
across all Remnants. Inventory slots will cost more to use than storage on land.



Future

If you got this far, we appreciate your time and interest into our project. 
Feel free to jump in Discord and ask any questions regarding the game. We 
would like to reiterate; this document is not a roadmap. This is simply an 
overview of our remodelled economy that will better support the game and 
tokens health long term. These are fundamentals and groundwork only. This 
document will soon be supported by a full Gitbook whitepaper / user guide. 

Our focus is and always will be to make a sustainable Play & Earn ecosystem.  
Our main focuses in the medium term are: 

• Building out a long term strategic proposition that aligns both ours and 
the communities vision of how The Remnants can continue to lead in the 
passive P&E space

• Harnessing community engagement via multiplayer based features such 
as Gangs, Raids, PVP etc.

• Further enhancing/building out The Remnants brand
• Laying out plans to grow our user base and unique holder count
• Collaborate with NFT and Web3 Partners to move the Solana Play and 

Earn/Gaming Space forward

If you are looking to purchase a Remnant; please use our inventory checker 
system to browse which items a potential purchase currently holds (look for 
bolt cutters): https://camp.theremnantsnft.com/collection/remnants

Remnants on Magic Eden

Camps on Magic Eden

Twitter

Discord

https://camp.theremnantsnft.com/collection/remnants
https://magiceden.io/marketplace/the_remnants_
https://magiceden.io/marketplace/remnant_camps
https://twitter.com/RemnantsNFT
https://twitter.com/RemnantsNFT
https://discord.com/invite/remnantsnft

